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We consider a Gaussian process P on Y’(P) generated by a polynomi:~l 
in the Laplace operator. We prove some support properties for P. As a by- 
product we strenghten earlier esults on the stochastic Dirichlet problem on 
bounded regions A C R”. We describe in this way the conditional P-distribution 
of the restriction to/l of y E Y’(P), supposing F is known outside A: a some- 
what detailed escription of the singularity of T on A is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The progress of constructive field theory has been so deep that it is too early 
to appreciate the implications of its results in other areas of mathematics. 
In this paper we present a discussion of some problems which naturally 
arise in field theory and which, in our opinion, are interesting on their own. 
Let A be a elliptic operator on Rd with constant coefficients. We shall actual& 
assume that A has the form 
with 0 < a02 < (era < ... < a:-, and D == xz=, a’/?~~?. Most of our results 
should be extendable to a general elliptic operator with constant coefficients 
and with the principal Green’s function exponentially decaying at infinity. We 
shall consider only d 3, 2. 
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We shall also consider bounded open regular’ domains A and the formal 
Dirichlet problem 
Au =0 in A 
a$4 = p in &l, 1 = 0, 1,.  ., m - 1, 
(1-2) 
where 8 denotes the Zth inner normal derivative of u on &4 and 3 = (z(O), 
#I ,..., zo+l)) is a given mple of distributions on &l. 
In field theory the above equation appears associated with the Gaussian 
probability measure, on the Bore1 sets go of Y’(@) relative to the Y(F)- 
topology, with a covariance kernel given by the principal Green’s function of A 
to be thought as a distribution in Y'(R* x Rd). 
The boundary value which appears in (1.2) is then the “trace” on &I of the 
first m - 1 normal derivatives of a distribution z chosen PA-randomly in 
Y'(Rd). 
The reasons for the interest of such a stochastic differential equation are 
found in the following heuristic considerations. 
Let 24 = L(z) = L(z’O), z(l),..., ,@pr)) be the “solution” of (1.2). Let 5 be a 
Gaussian random variable in Y'(Rd) whose probability distribution is a Gaussian 
measure on a0 whose covariance kernel is the Green’s function [, 17 - Cfn of 
the operator A with null boundary conditions on the complement AC of A.2 
We shall denote such measure P/O, whenever A is understood: hence, if 5, 7 E R*, 
i This means that there are a finite number of points x E aA such that, if they are 
chosen as the origin of a coordinate system in Rd in which the plane xd = 0 is the tangent 
plane to an in x, 3 E 9(Rd-‘) such that the surface xd = V(X), x E Rd-‘, coincides with an 
in an open neighborhood of 0 in A d. Furthermore the “surface elements” of an thus 
described cover an. Later we shall impose some further regularity constraints. 
2 That is, we consider the Green’s function of the minimal extension (Friedrichs’ 
extension) of the operator A acting on B(d). Such function is a distribution in S’(A) x 
9’(n) which can be thought as a distribution in 9”(Rd) x Y’(Rd) if “extended by 0”: 
we denote such extension C” : C&, = 0 unless [, 7 E A x A. The extendibility by zero 
is a well-known property of the Green’s function of the operators A. It is also a con- 
sequence of our estimates in Appendix A which implicitly imply that, Vff~ Y(RIZ), 
Jn C8,f (7) d? is in C’“-“(Rd), which permits us to define C” as a functional in Y’(Rd) x 
Y’(Rd). The appropriate continuity of such functional is also a consequence of the 
estimates in Appendix A. 
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Then consider the random field z E MY’ defined in terms of two inde- 
pendent random fields 5, f E .V’(Rd) as 
where < is P,O-randomly chosen in .Y’(R”) and z is Pa-randomly chosen in 
-Y’( R”) and 
where I, denotes the “solution” to (1.2) with boundary values given by the tirst 
III - 1 inner normal derivatives of x on &l. 
Heuristic considerations suggest that (1.5) (1.6) should really make sense 
and that the random field z “defined” by (1.5), (1.6) has the same distribution 
of a P ,-distributed random field; i.e., V[, 7) E R”. 
In field theory (1.5), (1.7) would usually be written in a form more suggestive 
an d more appropriate for the applications as follows. Define for an arbitrar\- 
open set 1. C Rd 
(8,. ; sub u-algebra of @” generated hy the functions on 
.Y”(R”) of the form 3 --f z(f) = j-J([) zc ~(,J‘E 5’(u), z E .Y(Rd); 
and, for an arbitrary closed set C, 
(‘all d, J, . S8, the completion PA-modulo zero of .@‘, .4Yu“, &A,‘. Further- 
more, assuming that (1.5) makes sense and that the inverse images of sets in -4’~ 
via the map ([, Z) - z defined by (1.5) are P,4c x P.,i-measurable we call I’,; 
the measure on .3?” which is the inverse image of P,l” ; P, We call 3, :%I, ~ 3’; 
the completions PL-modulo zero of 9, S3c,c, .3( ‘. 
Then heuristic considerations suggest that 9 .%“, AL. .&(, , -3,. &. 
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and PA = Pi on 9. Relation (1.7) can then be also written if G is gdc-rnea- 
surable: 
f W W P.&W = s G(V(5 + u(Q P&z) PAW) (1.8) Y’ ( Rd) Y,(Rd)~9,(Rd) 
which expresses the “Markov property” of PA and is called the DLR equation 
for PA . 
For Gaussian processes like PA the above formulas (1.5), (1.7), (1.8) have 
been proven in a suitable sense in [l, 21: the first problem that we study is to 
give them a meaning strong enough for new applications to field theory. 
Secondly we shall be interested in showing that, for a set E of distributions, 
whose PA-measure can be well estimated to be “large” the distributions 
z E Y’(Rd) will have good smoothness properties together with the traces of 
their first m - 1 normal derivatives on regular surfaces. 
The results on such “support properties” are obtained by using a technique, 
new as far as we know, which relies on the Markov property (1.8) and, rather 
heavily, on some fine details of the theory of elliptic equations with constant 
coefficients. 
The results on the theory of the elliptic equations that we use should at least 
seem familiar to the specialists: they are, essentially, a constructive version of 
the main propositions of Chapter II of Ref. [3].3 Unfortunately we have been 
unable to find a reference for such results in the amount of detail needed here. 
Since we feel that the proofs are not always straightforward we have given a 
brief outline of our method in Appendix A. 
In the next section we set up some definitions needed in the proofs and take 
this chance to give a precise formulation of our results. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND DESCRIPTION OF THE RESULTS 
Our notation on the spaces of distributions will be the same as those of the 
book of Lions and Magenes [3, Chap. I]. 
It is convenient to start by describing the theorem on Eq, (1.2) and set up, 
at the same time, a convention for the nonconventional norms that we need. 
We shall consider a bounded regular region (1 and its homothetic images 
AA, h > 1. 
To define the norms in the spaces of distributions on &4 we shall associate 
3 By constructive we mean here a theory, like those in [4, 51, in which the explicit 
estimates for the isomorphism constants and for the dimensions of the defect spaces are 
“explicitly” given in terms of the geometric structure of the boundary of n (which are 
possible because of our constant coefficients and decay assumptions on the operator A, 
very special in the class considered in [3]). 
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to each set AA, h > 1, a covering q ,..., v ~ of ?A/1 by regular, regularly spaced 
(as h + ;o), surface elemenW4 
To the covering q ,..., onA we associate a partition of unity a1 ,..., cy, with 
smooth, regular as X - co, functions on &L4.” 
?I 
Iff is a distribution on &VI then. qf has support in ni and can be represented 
in the local system of coordinates associated with oi bv a distribution cf on 
R” ’ with support in (1 g ! < $1. 
To measure the magnitude off we introduce the following norms on the 
space of the distributions on Rd-': for g ELB'(R~-'), E L (0, I): 
where G C R" L is any set. So the space P'(R"'), associated naturally to (2. I), 
is the space of the Hijlder continuous function with exponent E whose Hijlder 
continuity modulus decays at infinity as exp(-(~ 4 ,)1,‘2).fi 
The basic space @J(G) is used to define other spaces which we need. 
The space Cr)(Rd--I), t E (0, I), s E R, will be defined to be the set of the 
distributions ‘7 in .Y"(Rd~- ‘) such that 
4 This means that 3&(A) > 1 such that VA :. h,(A): (i) 35, ,,.., c,, E eA and no functions 
VI >...! “rcA E S(Rd-‘) such that, in the system of Cartesian coordinates in which 6, is the 
origin and Y,, ~: 0 is the tangent plane 7, to &4 in 4, , the surface element 0, is described 
by .x,, ~~ Y,(F), I s 1 : $ , x = (x1 ,..., xdel) E &?-I and the set 0:. described by .Q “,(X). 
g E S’ is s j -1 II is also contained in ?AA. Also (ii) 3S,,’ such that 11~ - 6-1’A” I 
(iii) 3~3.~‘such that if d(o, , u,.) ~a 0 then d(rr, , 0,) :- S,” (iv) 3, such that for each i the 
number of values of the indexj such that d(o; , ui) ~~ 0 is r,, We shall call u; ,..., u$,, the 
“enlarged covering” of aA4 associated with the regular, regularly spaced as h + I, 
covering 0, ,..., (J,~ n The system of coordinates used in (i) will be referred to as the “local 
system of coordinates” associated with cr( . 
’ This means that supp zi C 0, , x:2”;“, A\, 1 and (i) if 2 + ,SJ(,v) is the function which 
represents ), in the local system of coordinates associated with o, then -L, E 5+(R” ‘), 
,i, 0; (ii) 3 a sequence n, , o, ,... such that /’ it, I~<~I,,+-I, < a, , p 0, I,...; vi, VA 
he(A) (possibly readjusting the value &(A) previously defined); (iii) on each 01 3 o, we 
shall imagine defined a function 2: with support on 0: and equal to I on II, and such that 
~ ?l ;ic,r~l,Rc~--l, i az, VA $ A,(A), Vi, VP; (iv) we shall extend L> and 11 to C’ functions on 
R” to functions % Lo; with support within distance 1 from 01 , 
derivatives of U: vkkhing and such that ,I d, &y~(R,i,, I/ #1: &D,cRcf, 
and with all the normal 
c “u,p 0, I )... \vc 
can also suppose that such extensions are “canonically made.” 
‘; \Ve choose exp( ~ (/ 8 l)l/?) as weight in (2.1) for simplicity: it is by no means a natural 
choice nor an optimal one. It will appear from our use of (2.1) that a natural and optimal 
choice u ould be an exponential decay exp( --const s 1) with a constant proportional to lo 
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i.e., g E Cr)(R--l) if after being “differentiated” s - E times it is still Holder 
continuous with exponent E and well localized in space; in (2.2) D =CTI: a2/axj2. 
We shall measure the magnitude of fc B’( ahA> by the norms defined for 
EE(O, I), SER, 
llfliCp,aAAj = sup Ilfllc$+o,,a ) . (2.4) 
i=l,...,nA 
For studying Eq. (1.2) it is also convenient to introduce the “space of boundary 
data”: 
u-1 
Gfy(ahA) = jJ c6c',(aAA) (2.5) 
j=O 
and put, for 3 = (s(a), ~(1) ,..., .z(+r)), 
(2.7) 
Finally we shall associate to the above space of boundary data a space of 
distributions which is very convenient to describe distributions u near a&l. To 
construct it, let ui be a surface element on &kl and let (x, xd) be the coordinates 
of a point 6 E Rd in the system of coordinates associated with (TV . 
Let j = (j, ,..., j ) be d nonnegative integers and 
Given u E Y’(Rd) and h 2 h,(d) define’ 
$‘(x, xd) = 6&(x, xd + vt(%))(a(l’)u>(% xd + %(X>), (2.8) 
ej!) = [(I _ D)(s~ijl-~)‘25(2)](,, x,), (2.9) 
where D = cfi: az/i3xiz, E E (0, l), s E R. The function ((1) at fixed xd is the 
trace of 8% on the surface parallel to cri and translated by xd from it, multi- 
’ Cf. footnote 5 for the definition of d, . 
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plicated by & Then define for G = RR” or G il and G’ Rf or R” ’ 
[0, m), respectively, 
The above notions (2.8)-(2.11) make sense, when G R”, more general]! 
for an arbitrary surface o described by equations like x,[ 7: V(Z), II E 9(Rd *) to 
which is associated a function E E 9(Rd): we shall denote ! u II~~)(R,,:~,,l, the 
number (2. I 1) thus constructed. 
The space %?r)(Rd; 5~4) consists of distributions which behave rather nicely 
on PM: for instance, the finiteness of the (semi)-norm (2.11) permits to define 
in a natural sense the trace of u on &Vl and, at the same time, the trace i;n of 
the first m - I normal derivatives of u on i;hil. Of course, the above definitions 
are interesting since 
for a suitably chosen c(s), VA ,) h&/l); see Appendix B. 
Therefore if makes sense to ask the following question: given z E Zr)(R”; i’hil), 
find u E r),<s V$)(Rd; EM) such that 
.?u = 0 in hi1 
(2.13) 
21-z in (JM)~ 
which means that u E Cm(M) and Au = 0 in /\A; furthermore u z as a 
distribution in (hfl)c\&4. 
We shall refer to the problem of existence and uniqueness of such solutions IL 
of (2.13) as the “Dirichlet problem in Vr)(Rd; Wl).” 
One expects that in h/l u &VI the solutions of (2.13), when existing, will 
depend only on 3,~: we shall therefore denote them either U(Z) or u(&): the 
second notation will be used only to refer to the solution of (2.13) restricted to 
Ail u &I. We shall also consider the distributions described in the local 
coordinates of (T+ by & xd) z(s, xd), which have support near V, and denotc 
u(Q) or u(&$z), the solution in the whole Rd or in /\/I, respectively. 
We are now in a position to describe the main results on the theory of (2.13) 
or, loosely speaking, of (I .2). 
I'R~POSITION 1. 3 a continuous function (CX, a’) --f B(LY, CL’) null on the diaRona1 
(i.e., ~(cc, Lx) :- 0) with values in (0, n/2) such that, Riven A as in (I .1 ), if ,/I iv 
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4% 9 %-1)- conically regular8 and if r C A is a regular region well situated in 
A,9 then: 
(i) 3 a continuous function (6, s) + hl(e, s) on (0, 1) x R such that VA 3 
hl(r, s) and Vz E $?r)(R”, 8~4) the Dirichlet problem in Vf)(Re, &IA), cf. (2.13), 
has a unique solution u(z) (which in AA depends only on ax, cf. (2.12)). It veri$es 
vc, s, s’ < s, 
for a suitable continuous C”,,,,,, (X-independent). 
(ii) 3~ > 0 such that, tic E (0, I), s E R, s > 6, s - E not integer and ;f 
s, = [s - 61 + E, VA C AA, d open, VA 3 h,(r, s), Vi = l,..., n, 
where C,,, is a suitable continuous function (A-independent).1u 
(iii) VE E (0, I), Vs E R, Vs’ < s, VA 3 &(E, s), 
tl choices of the surface elements (TV C 8~4, 7j C aAl’, if c(s), s, c) is a suitable con- 
tinuous function and the 01~~ are defined as the aj . 
s A regular region n is “&conically regular” if for all 5 E an the cone around the 
outer normal in [ and opening 0 has no intersections with 8A other than the apex 4 itself. 
Note that this is not a local condition. 
s Given a regular region r C LI we say that r is well situated inside n if when 6A 
and aI’ touch each other they do that on a not too large region and have a contact of 
infinite order. Precisely either al’n afl = E‘ or 38 E atl f~ ar and VT, v,, E Q(Rd-‘) 
such that in a Cartesian system of coordinates in which xd = 0 is the tangent plane to 8A 
in 5 and [ is the origin: (i) 3 a neighborhood U of the origin such that the equations: 
xd = vn(x), x E U and 3cd = v&), x E U describe two surfaces contained in ELI and ar 
and which contain aA n ar. (ii) The contact is of infinite order: i.e., if a’h-‘v is an 1 h I-th 
order derivative of Y = v,, - ry: 
lo VP > 0, p not integer, VA C R”, A open 
where s = (o(r ,..., ad) are d nonnegative integers. 
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(iI,) V(E, s’, s) E (0, I) x R”, VA 3 h,(s), 
V choices uf the surface elements (T? C 13~4, T,, E AI’ such that d(~, , 0;) -- I if c-- ;s 
a suitab<v rhosen continuous function. 
Remarks. (1) The important feature of this theorem is the uniformity in A 
and the exponential decay property in the local, up-to-the-boundary, estimates 
(2. I5), (2.16). 
(2) To use apparently more general data z E: ‘kf)(ih~l) would not actuall! 
he more general because such data can always be thought as the normal deriva- 
tives of a distribution .a E 5Fr)(Rd; &U). 
(3) The above proposition holds for operators ,-1 of the form (1 .l) even 
if some of the a’s coincide, provided a0 > 0 (“same proof”). The case (1 -- D)“’ 
is particularly interesting: the main simplification, in this case, is that one finds 
that Proposition I holds without arzg conical regularity condition on i A. 
Although our naive double-layer techniques do not, for technically not bx- 
passable reasons, allow the removal of the conical regularity requirement in 
the general case, it seems plausible that this condition is not really necessar!. 
Also the loss in regularity in (2.14), (2.16) (s’ d-: s) is probably not real: we 
have proofs in special cases with s’ = s but the technique is considerablv more 
complex. 
Propositions 2, 3, and 4 illustrate the applications, proposed in this paper, to 
the theory of the Gaussian measure PA of Proposition 1. 
(liven a function v E~(R~~I) and a function C? E Q(F) we regard v as the 
equation of a surface CT in R” (.xd -= v(g), x c R” 1 describes cr) and assume fog 
simplicit\- that all the normal derivatives of ji vanish on ci. 
Then we can introduce the distributions <(?I, 0’-’ like in (2.8) (2.9) replacing 
0, . c?, by 0, ;ji and define the event, cf. (2. IO), 
Ez;*’ = {z 1 z E .cP’(R”), n ~v,JC,(R,,;n,7, XI W]. (2.18) 
‘The distributions in El;z3’ are quite nice on 0: it makes sense in a natural a-a! 
to define the traces on 0 of their first m - 1 normal derivatives multiplied bv ;. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let E, E’ E (0, i), 6 < E’, 5 112 -- &2 ~- (c’ -- E). ‘/%en 
E{;r.c is P,-measurable and XI’, , C2 > 0 such that 
(2.IY) 
” : is not optimal. Actually, optimally there should be no such restriction. 
;80i;h’3-h 
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Furthermore the random variables (cf. (2.9)) 
6p = [(l - L))‘“-‘i’-“/2pj’ ](x, Xd), t = (x, 4 E Rd, (2.20) 
form a family of Gaussian random variables with respect to the measure PA 
V’, ij 1 < m - 1: their covariance X(2)(5, T) verifies, VE” E (0, E’) 
> 
if p > 0 is small enough, provided /j v IjC(l)(Rd--l) < &.ll 
Remarks. (1) The considerations preceding Proposition 2 show that this is a 
“trace theorem.” 
The arbitrariness of E, E’ in Proposition 2 and (2.12) allow us to conclude, by
simple arguments, that Proposition 2 means that PA-almost surely (see (2.19), 
(2.18)) we have 
(2.22) 
if E E (0, $), s < m - d/2, and 3.z denotes the trace (z, a~,..., a”-la) of the first 
m - 1 normal derivatives of z on (T which exist in the natural sense, provided 
by (2.18), (2.19), when 11 vl!C~~)(Rd--l) < g. 
(2) Clearly (2.22) and Proposition 1 allow us to give a rigorous “naive” 
(hence strong) meaning to the r.h.s. of(1.5) as a random field on Rd for regions 
of the form AA with A a region 8(01, , a!,-,)-conically regular and with A 3 
A,(E, s), given EE (0, Q), s < m - d/2. 
In fact, assuming12 that A,(<, s) > X,(d) and that A,,(A) is so large that 
VJl b ki(4, II vi IIC’(W) < a, one chooses 5 and I in Y’(Rd) with a probability 
distribution PA0 and PA , respectively. Then one solves the Dirichlet problem 
(2.13) in %?r)(Rd; &l): this is possible by Proposition 1. Call U(X) the solution. 
By (2.14) and a continuity argument it is easy to see that U(S) is a PA-mea- 
surable random field. Hence we can define the PA0 x PA-measurable random 
field on Rd 
z = 5 + u(z). (2.23) 
(3) Once the map 5, g---f 5 + u(g) = z has been PA0 x PA-almost 
everywhere defined on Y’(Rd) + 3”(Rd) as a PA0 x PA-measurable map into 
Y(R”) we can use it to define by inverse images ameasure Pi on the o-algebra 
SF (of the Bore1 sets of the Y(Rd)-topology onY’(Rd)). 
I2 As we may and shall do, possibly readjusting &,(A) and &(c, s). 
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By standard arguments [I, 2, 81 it follows that any d’,c-measurable function 
depends only on the field in /lC. 
To prove the Markov property (1.8) we have to show onlv (I .7) and to USC 
then the uniqueness of the Gaussian measures of given covariance. 
The relation (1.7) is proven in [I] for WI - c/,12 .:’ 0 and in [2] in general. 
It can also be checked directly provided one has enough familiarity with the 
distributions C” and C”: one first shows that the real problem is to prove (I .7) 
for [, 7 t )Ifl (cf. Appendix C); then if 6, 7 E &I and (I .7) is explicitly written in 
terms of the covariances C“ and C of < and z one realizes that it expresses a 
relation between C” and C well known in the theory of partial differential 
equations. l3 Proposition 2 can be called a “local support propert)-.” 
Typically we call “global support properties” the “good” estimates of events 
having the form (2 1 z E 9”(Rd), ,I z JH(,) < B) where I is a cube centred at the 
origin and ‘1 0 ~iIlfjj is some “local norm” on z: for instance, 
,B,U 
h, == {z / z E .Y’(Rd), z c.(!;)(,, ’ Rj. i7.24) 
In the following we shall only consider sets of distributions measurable with 
respect to PA , P,,,“, PA” x P, (as it will appear from the context) leaving 
systematically the measurability problems to the reader: a very good and short 
guide to the analysis of such problems is the theory in Section II of Ref. [6]. 
Another typical global event which arises naturally in connection with the 
concrete exploitation of the Markov property (1.8) and of Propositions I and 3 
is the following. 
Let Q, be a pavement of Rd with cubic tesserae d of unit side size. Shrink 
each tessera about its center by (1 - 6), 6 E (0, I), and then turn it into a regular 
convex box by smoothing, in the same way for all d’s in Q, , the edges and the 
corners. Call &I the set of the modified tesserae thus obtained and call o,,: 
the set of tesserae obtained by dilating by a factor I the whole quasi-pavement PI . 
We denote 0 the tesserae of &,,I: they have the form of /A, d E Q1 and on 
each of them we consider a regular, regularly spaced (as 1 + cc), covering with 
surface elements (cf. footnotes 4-6). FTTe call z,,! the familv of such surface 
elements. 
With this definition in mind it makes sense to consider the event 
I3 Letj E Y(P) and consider the equation Atr = f’; it has a unique solution in .V(I?‘). 
Restrict it to A and call (z(“),..., z”‘+l)) = z_ = iu the trace on HA of the first ,,I I 
normal derivatives of u on 611. Then consider the-problem Av .=- fin A, ?a = z in ;,,I, - 
o E P(R): its solution o coincides with the restriction of u to A. On the other hand II can 
be expressed in terms of C and f and u in terms of C’, f, 5 and the normal derivatives 
of C‘ on 2.4 of order m, m -j- I ,..., 2m - I (by the Green’s formula). Choosingfe 3(A) 
and using its arbitrariness this implies a relation between C. C which, if iterated once. 
yields (1.7). 
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whereB>O,EE(O,&s<m-d/2,121 anduexi,rand 
which is another example of “global event.” 
As an example of good estimate of a global event we give the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. (i) Let m - d/2 > 0, 0 < 6 < p < s < m - d/2 and 
suppose also ,B < [m - d/2] - (- l)d/2 and E E (0, $), fi - E not integer. Let 
pF. = [p - C] + E. There exist five continuous functions of E, p, s, denoted i, c1 , 
5 , c3 , 4 E such that 
(2.27) 
VB23c3+c,logl,Vl~lifjII =volumeofI. 
(ii) Let E E (0, $), s < m - d/2, s E R, There exist five continuous functions 
of E, s, denoted i, el , E, , e3 , fd such that 
pA(fi;B,sd ) > exp(-~1e-“ZB2 1 I I) 
VB2 > E, + E, log 1, tll 3 i. 
(2.28) 
Remark. This proposition is not the strongest we can prove and is not very 
useful in the applications. We shall obtain it as a special case of a theorem (the 
“integration grid existence theorem,” Theorem I of Section 5) which we do not 
describe here because for its accurate formulation we need some involved 
geometric considerations. It will be written and proved in Sections 4, 5, and 6. 
In the applications the above proposition must be coupled with its “opposite” 
which is much easier and standard and which is our last result. 
Let G C Rd be an open regular set and let Go be the smallest set of tesserae 
of Qi whose union covers G: let Go = (d, , da ,...). Finally call aE7s the charac- 
teristic function of the event 
{z I z E ..y’(Rd), II zllc(o)co > BI) (2.29) 
and $;,%E,l the characteristic function of 
{z I z E Y’(Rd), II i?x /ly;“pcoj > 4, (2.30) 
where o is a surface element in C1,l (cf. footnotes 4-6). Then, with the above 
notation 
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PROPOSITION 4. If m - d/2 > 0 and ,8 E (0, [nz - d/2] - (- 1)“:‘2) there 
exist two rontinuous functions of /3, denoted g1 and gY . such that VG C R” 
(2.31) 
Similarly if m - d/2 is arbitrary and s <’ m -~ d/2, c E (0, 4) there e.\ist zo 
continuousfunctions of E and s, denotedg3 , g, , such that.for all choices of A- di@rnrt 
surface elements 0, ,..., oh’ E xl,l 
(7.32) 
VBi +. 0, V’I 2 h,,(A). 
Finally the family zr,r of surface elements out of which pi ,..., ~ v in (2.32) 
are taken can be replaced by the larger family x.1 introduced later in Section 4. 
It is fair to associate some names to the above propositions: the >Iarko\ 
property (I .8) and the general theory of Gaussian Markov processes associated 
with elliptic operators is due to Pitt [l], see also [2]. The idea that the spaces 
KF)(R”; ;‘A) are the natural spaces for the support properties of P, is due to 
C’olella and Lanford [6] who proved Proposition 2 in the special cast ri 3, 
m = 1, and ilfl flat; Proposition 4 is essentially a refinement of Proposition 2 
and is based on the well-known idea of W’iener for the proof of the continuitl 
of the sample paths of the Brownian motion [7, 61. Proposition I should, ‘it 
least, sound familiar to the specialists in the theory of elliptic equations: our 
method of proof was inspired by [3, 41. 
Proposition 3 is our main result (or, better, our main result is the cstcnsion 
of Proposition 3: the integration grid existence theorem (Theorem I of Section 5)): 
in this paper we prove Theorem I in full detail and, also in detail, the parts 01 
the proofs of Proposition 2 and 4 which involve new problems with respect to 
the earlier literature. 
The support properties, in the simple form considered in Proposition 2. have 
been studied by several authors in more general or different settings. 
Actually one could derive Proposition 2 from our estimates of Section 3 (i.e.. 
from the inequality (2.21)) using the elegant and general theory of measurable 
norms ([9], see also the list of references in [9]) instead of proceeding via lhc 
method of [6]. The analysis in Section 3 is, however, necessary to check the. 
\-aliditv of the assumptions needed to apply the general theorv to our cast. 
Many. extensions or parallel developments to the important work in [I ] exist 
in the literature. In particular attention has been devoted to support propcrtirs 
in other natural spaces of distributions or with respect to slightly non-Gaussian 
plmx!““‘“. For instance, local support properties ha\,e been considered I\-ith 
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Sobolev spaces H, replacing our %$’ spaces and with a @(+)a-Markov process 
replacing the Gaussian process [lo]. 
Also the stochastic Dirichlet problem has been considered in several papers, 
after [1], in Sobolev spaces and in a form weaker than ours [1 11. 
We are indebted to the referee for pointing out to us some references thus 
giving us the opportunity to think again over our reference list and to revise it. 
3. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2 
The work [6] reduces the proof of Proposition 2 to the problem, trivial in the 
case considered in [6], of showing that the formal expression for the covariance 
.X’j)(t, 7) actually defines a distribution on Rd x Rd verifying (2.21), (see also 
Section 6, for details). 
Hence we shall concentrate in proving (2.21) in our case (general d and m 
and more significantly general &‘I). 
To express the covariance of the random field 0(i) defined in (2.20) let us 
first recall two properties of the Green’s functions of polynomials of the Laplacian. 
They follow by direct computation from the definitions: 
Cfll 
(1) If CJ < 0 is not an integer multiple of p the operator (1 - o)o, Q = 
a2/axj2 is a kernel operator on Rd-’ and its kernel is a distribution verifying 
N,(~ - XT) = ( x - %’ I--+~)‘~) I& - x’)~) + J&x - s’)~), (3.2) 
I(a(~‘AJ,& - $11 < c p,0 exp(- $ I x - X’ I>, Ix-$1 > 1, (3.3) 
where J, , JU are real analytic in their arguments and 8(P) denotes a pth-order 
derivative of N,, , p = 0, I ,..., and C,,, are suitable constants.14 
(2) Consider a pth-order derivative of the distribution C, on Rd: 
then 8~)C has the form of a finite sum of “singular parts” plus a “regular part” 
which is a real analytic function of the components of 6, Vp = 0, l,..., 2m - 1. 
The singular parts have the form 
(3.5) 
I4 The number 3 in (3.3) could be replaced by another number <I. 
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where b, , b, ,..., 6, are nonnegative integers, Ib,,p, ,..., bd is a real analytic function 
of the components of < and, finally, ad = 0 if d IS odd while ad : I if d is even. 
Furthermore, for suitably chosen cg ,p = 0, I,..,. 2m -- 1 
1 C'"'C([)i < cp exp(-jan, : l ‘). (3.6) 
We shall now consider the random field 0(i) defined in (2.20) and we shall 
distinguish between the cases when (m - ;i ( - 1)/2 is integer or not. 
Let (m - Ii 1 - 1)/2 be integer. The form of (2.20) then immediatei!, 
implies that it is enough to consider only the case ~ j / -: m ~- 1. 
The formal covariance of (2.20) is easily computed: let 4 ~--_ (S - (m - I ) - ,):.I 
--: 0 (by assumption on s). Then if (x, x,), (y, yd) F Rd. 6, JJ E R” ’ 
where Pi), j = (7 ,r ,...,.ja,J is some derivative of order 1 j -= 2(m - l).lz 
The expression (3.7) after “performing” the derivatives becomes a finite 
linear combination of expression like 
where a is a product of derivatives of C% or v and has support in a bounded region; 
we have put [’ = (_x’, xd + I@‘)), 7’ = (J’, yd -- I), ii’ ~ -I. 2(nz ~ I ). 
We shall show that (3.7) verifies (2.21). T o avoid repetitions of the same 
arguments we shall present here only the discussion of the Holder continuit!+ 
for s, F, .vd , yd in a bounded region, i.e., we shall multiply (3.7) by a function 
~(3, y, .x(~ ,vd) with compact support and show that xX(2’ verifies (2.21): the 
other three cases to consider can be treated likewise (and actually turn out to 
be simpler). Also, for simplicity, we only consider the d odd case. 
By the properties discussed in (2) above (cf. lines before (3.5)) it will he 
enough to study the Holder continuity properties of expressions like 
I6 We call (3.7) the “formal covariance” of 8 _ ’ 1’ because strictly speaking we have not 
yet even shown that 0’1’ makes sense as a Pa-measurable random field. As usual the proof 
that (3.7) has the property (2.21) also implicitly provides the proof (which we wish to 
leave to the reader) that B’ll is a Pa-measurable random field with covoriance (3.7). 
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where 5 = (x, x,), 7 = (y, yd), q = 0, 1, f is a real analytic function of its argu- 
ments and a E LS(R4d-2) (because we are studying the Holder continuity of (3.7) 
in a bounded region). 
With some repeated applications of the Taylor series it is possible provided 
// Y jlc,l,(Rl-l~ < $16 to express (3.9) as a series over n, ,..., nd, integers 30, and 
over q = 0, 1 of expression like 
H n,...n,([, 7) = j dg’ dy’ / g - 8’ I-d’2+c’ j y - y’ I-d’2+r’ 
a .,...n,(& yl x’, ,f, xd > yd) d 
’ - I ,$’ _ ?’ Id-2-g 
where we changed the notation setting [’ = (x’, x,), 7’ = (y’, yd) and 6 = 
(8, xd), 7 = (,y,Yd); here an,...n, are Cr functions with uniformly bounded 
support which have the property 
(R4d-2, < Kry’Q+%+...+*rt (3.11) 
when y = 4 j/ Y llc,~)(~d-~) < 1, and K, > 0 is suitably chosen. 
Therefore the problem of finding the modulus of Holder continuity of (3.9) 
is now reduced to that of finding the modulus of Holder continuity of (3.10) 
and of showing that when (3.11) holds, i.e., when y < 1, this modulus can be 
summed over n, ,..., nd. 
By using the support properties of the a’s it is easy to see that we can replace, 
in our analysis, (3.10) by an expression which is more convenient for our calcula- 
tion 
H = dg’dy’ 
s 
e-lX-X’/ e-Ii-Y’1 e-I&‘-n’l 
1El...nd 1 x _ .$ /d/2-c’ ( y _ f (d/2-c’ 1 ,$’ _ ?’ Id-“-” 
(3.12) 
where the b’s verify the same bound (3.11) with a new constant ET but the 
same y; they also have the same support property of the a’s: i.e., they have all 
support in a common bounded region. 
The common support properties of the b’s and (3.11) allow to represent them 
as Fourier integrals as 
b&, y, x’, y’, xd , yd) = j exp[i(_hz + b’z’ + ky + b’_y’ + wxd + wl?ld)l 
x 8&z, k, h’, k’, w, w’) dh dk d# d&’ dw dw’ (3.13) 
lo The constant 4 is not optimal. 
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and VA :a 0 3C, such that 
Furthermore, by first integrating over the radial variable s or 1 5 it follows 
lz tR”, (3.16) 
Vn, ,..., N,( and for suitably chosen D, E. Hence the integral of (3.12) can be 
written 
.I 
d/J d(z dh’ dk’ dw d&3 dw du’ exp[i(& -c k.z -- (0, -1 6)x,, (w - W)?‘,, 
where I>( .), E( .), C( .) are functions whose modulus is bounded bv the constants 
- with the corresponding name in (3.14), (3.15), (3.16). 
If we choose A very large (say, d + 100) the variables i !z 1, k ,, _h’ , k’ , 
w 3 W’ 1 are forced to “stay close to zero” and this allows us to find a bound 
on the Holder continuity modulus of (3.17). In fact to compute the variation 8 
of (3.17) when x is varied between -x1 and xp , y between y, and y,, and xd between 
t, and t, and j’d between ri and 72 , we can use the inequalities: i? E (0, I ), 3R?: 
and we see that (3.18), (3.17) imply, if 7 =- 2~” s, I 1 that 8 is bounded by 
(’ xi - s, “?‘” -- 1 yi - y? ~VS” + t, - t, :?,” -L 7, -- T? 2r”) times the integral 
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and the integral converges if 6” < E’. Since the r.h.s. of (3.19) can be summed 
over nr , the proof of the 26”-Holder continuity is completed for the case when 
(m - lj I - 1)/2 is integer and f, 7 are in a given bounded set: if either 5 or 7 
or both are far from the curved part of the surface in lid described by v the 
proof proceeds along the same lines and, actually, is easier and, using (3.3) one 
also finds the exponential decay property mentioned above. We omit the details. 
It remains to study the cases (m - ii / - 1)/2 not integer. The argument just 
given for the integer case can be easily adapted to cover this new case: i.e., one 
can prove that 
for k = I,..., d and then use a general technique in the theory of distributions, 
that if 
5 E (1 - 0)” C(c)(F), 
& 5 E (1 - D)a C(S)(F), 
(3.21) 
R = I,..., d, 
then 5 E (1 - D)a-ljzC(i)(Rd), VC < E. 
4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3. PART I: GEOMETRY. THE INTEGRATION GRID 
Before proceeding to the proof we must do a complicated geometric construc- 
tion, referred as “construction of an integration grid,” which is needed if one 
wishes to use our Proposition 1 and does not want to get in involved in the 
rather difficult heory of the Dirichlet problem (1.2) in regions with corners 
and edges. 
Let Q1 , Q2 ,..., Qdfl be d + 1 pavements of Rd with cubic tesserae with 
side size 1. We suppose that the centers of the tesserae of such pavements are 
on parallel lattices with step 1 and origin at the points 
z 7c = 2”-1  l 2k-1 (1, I,..., 1) ERd, 
respectively, for R = 1, 2 ,..., d + 1. 
Now we turn each tessera into a smooth region by some deformations. Let 
0 < S < ( 102d)-1, say: 
(i) We shrink each tessera about its center by a homothety factor (1 - 6): 
after this first operation the d + 1 pavements are no longer such because they 
leave unpaved corridors of width <(5 . 2d)-1 between them. 
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(ii) Turn every corner into a smooth corner and, also, every edge, of an! 
order, into a smooth edge 
FIGIJRF: 4.1 
(iii) We now wish to modify more the boundaries of Q, , 0, ,..., CJ,,, in 
such a way that they intersect in a smooth way between each other and with the 
boundaries of Qi , We also want that the modified regions are conically regular 
for cones with opening 0, at least. We add the further condition that if two 
points belong to the same boundary Zr which has been deformed in order to 
cross smoothly another boundary L’a and if they lie on opposite sides of Za 
then their distance is larger than, say, a/100: in other words, upon crossing, the 
surfaces must stay adherent for a while. 
The two-dimensional situation is easily described by pictures 
FIGURE 4.2 
and the last condition means that if a crossing is enlarged in scale it looks like 
FIGURE 4.4 
In the deformations that we consider we only allow displacements of S/2 (at 
most), of each point. 
(iv) Finally we suppose that the contacts between different surfaces arc 
of infinite order in the same sense used in defining when a region is well situated 
into another in Section 2 (footnote 8). 
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After some meditation the reader will recognize that the above construction 
is possible also if d > 2. Actually such constructions may be done in many 
ways: e.g., if d = 2 we could do the following 
I 
FIGURE 4.5 
Note that the “sharper” are the deformed corners the less conically regular the 
region results: however, the above regions can certainly be constructed conically 
with opening 0 (i.e., such that their closures are never intersected again by 
their outer normals). 
We call &I,l , CL1 ,-, &d+l,l the sets of deformed tesserae. If we scale by a 
homothety factor I such assembly of strange boxes we obtain new families 
a.2 ?...? !&+I,2 . We take I large enough (i.e., I > I,, where Z0 is precisely 
defined below). 
If q EQi,l  Z > 1, we can construct over its boundary a covering with 
regular regularly spaced surface elements, for Z --+ co (see Section 2, footnotes 
4 and 5) and associate to every such covering a regular (for Z - co) partition 
of unity: the function associated with a surface elementa will be called ‘Y, (cf. 
footnotes 4, 5). 
We shall naturally define coverings and partitions of unity on all the other 
tesserae 0’ of the same family Qi,, by “translation.” 
We shall call Z;,,&, ,..., zl,,, I the family of surface elements obtained in 
this way and L’( will denote the &t Z;,, . 
We call each L’,,, an “integration grid” and the family Z;,, ,..., ,Ydil,l a “com- 
plete integration grid of conical regularity 0.” 
Such “complete integration grids” will be needed to prove Proposition 3 for 
operators A whose conical regularity parameter e(a,, 01,-i) is small enough. 
For operators with large conical regularity parameter the above grid is not very 
useful, but it is possible to reduce the problem to the preceding case, as ex- 
plained in Appendix D. 
From now on we shall, therefore, consider only operators for which B(o(, 01,,,_i) 
is so small that the tesserae in &,,, ,..., &d+l,L are all f?(q, ol,,+,)-conically 
regu1ar.i’ 
We shall suppose always Z so large that no surface element CJ E zL has points 
on opposite sides of a surface an of some 0 E (Jf:‘,’ gi,,: 32, such that this is 
true for all Z > 1, because of the last condition in (iii) (i.e., because of the flat 
I7 The set of values 0 for which a given region is O-conically regular is open. Also the 
&conical regularity is a homothety invariant notion. 
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piece of Fig. 4.4) and because the surface elements have a maximum diameter 1). 
l-independent, by definition: take &,(6/100) > I>, for instance. We shall also 
suppose I,, so large that the construction of the surface elements and of the 
associated partitions of unity is actually possible in the sense of footnotes 4 -6. 
Furthermore we shall suppose that lo is so large that the norms vi &l(H,, II of 
all the surface elements (si C ac are, for I .> I,, smaller than 1 so that Proposi- 
tion 2 applies to them. 
5. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3. REDUCTION TO THE C'.m /I -=y 1 
As said at the end of Section 4 we shall consider, for simplicity, only the 
case of operators A for which B(a, , CY.,,,+~ IS so small that the integration grid 
2Ti constructed in Section 4 is B(rrO , a,,-,)-conicall!- regular: concretely this 
means (a,+, 0 - a )/a,) < 1 ( S ee kppendix):). I 
\Ve consider the event associated with the surface clement CT F Z,: 
(5. I i 
and in the 1.11.~. of (5.1) c does not appear because it will he fixed in (0, J) 
throughout the proof. Call x0 B,S the characteristic function of the event (5. I ). 
Proposition 3 will be a consequence of the following assertion which, as w 
shall see. is much stronger (using the same notation as Proposition 3): 
‘I’III;.ORE~I I. Given s < m - d/2, E E (0, i), there r.ri.rt constants cl , C? , c,, .
c1 ( 1, such that 
(5.2) 
B, = B log(e + d(u, I)). (5.3) 
Furthermore cL , c, , c3 , cg , 1 1 can ile chosen continuous in s, E. 
In this section we show that the above theorem is true “if it is true for small 
boxes I” and we shall also show that the theorem implies Proposition 3. Z’Iorc 
precisely, we shall prove the following lemma: 
I,EMRIA !. Suppose that there exist posit&e continuous ,functions T, , i, 1 of 
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the parameters (E, s) E (0, i) X (--co, m - d/2) such that (see above) VB > 0, 
62 E uz !A., 7 
then the above theorem is true.]* 
Remark. Here PA0 denotes the Gaussian process on 9’(o) with Dirichlet 
covariance introduced inSection 1. In the proof we shall use heavily the Markov 
property (1.8). 
Proof. Let B,(s, 1) be a continuous function fs, 1 such that 
i.e., B 2 = zs + 9 log I for suitably chosen continuous ?a, c4. Call (l), (2),... 
the corridors between the tesserae of o,,r ,&2,1 ... which we think as closed sets. 
Weput(12) = (1) n(2),(123) = (1) n (2) n (3) *.*.Notethat(l)n(2)n -..n 
(d+1)=(12...d+l)= ~:infactd((12~~~d),(d+l))>SZ,atleast,asit 
follows from the construction of z’, .
Choose 2d + 1 functions ofs: s; < s; < .. ’< si = s < sr < s2 < ... < 
sdfl < m - d/2 continuously dependent on s. 
Let Zr = X~(E, s), we suppose always, below, Z> Zr 3 1, . 
Call P(B, S) the integral inthe 1.h.s. of(5.2). Then using (1.8) and, then, 
(5.4) 1 
(5.6) 
I* Here we take the pragmatic attitude that there might be “false theorems” despite 
the contradiction. 
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where, if B >a 2B,(s, I), 
for suitably chosen continuous functions ZS, tC . 
We shall now use that, as it follows easily from the definition (2.2) (2.3). 
there is an immersion constant N(s’, ,)I9 such that 
if s’ > S. The uniformity of N in (J and 1 follows from the assumed regularity 
of the partition of u ity used to define the norms and from the regularity of the 
surface elements F (c . footnotes 5, 5; see in particular footnote 5, part (ii)). It 
also follows that N(s, s’) can be chosen continuous in S, s’, E, for s’ ) s, E E (0, i). 
From (5.6) (5.8) it follows that 
On the other hand Proposition I, (2.16) implies for each Li E &,,r 
B’ log(e 7- 
d(T7 I)) <- h,(s, l)B’, 
(5.10) 
’ N(s, sl> log(e + d(u,I)) 
where h,(s, sr) > 1 is a suitable continuous function of S, st , E whose existence 
comes from the fact that the covering of i?o has been made with regularly 
spaced surface elements (which guarantees that the sum in (5. IO) can be bounded 
Z-independently and a-independently). 
Therefore if we choose B’ = B/2h,(s, r), (5.9) becomes, setting K,(s, s’) : 
2h,(s, ’) N(s, s’) = k, 
P(B, s) 3 $,(B, s) s P&is) n ~fjl,l’~-‘~(z). (5.11) 
oC(1) 
I9 We do not add an index B, on which N(s, s’) also depends since we are not interested 
in such dependence. 
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We now proceed as before by using the second integration grid &: calling 
P’(B; S) the integral on the r.h.s. of (5.11) we find if B/k, > 2B,(s, I): 
where $2 can be supposed given by (5.7), possibly readjusting the values of c”s ,& . 
To estimate the last integral in (5.12) define 
44 = s2 if d(u, (1)) < 1, 
s2(u) = s; if d(o,(l)) > 1, (5.13) 
and 
B B expNd2)4~,WNl ~~ B 
log (e _tz>(u,I)) = k, 3h,,,(s, s2) N(s, , s2) z K, e(K’2)Ld(0*02))’ (5*14) 
where, cf. (2.16) (2.17) in Proposition 12” 
h&S, , S2) > C c(sl , s2(7), f d(7, u)) e-(K1z)d(u.T)t~~~ z ~~~~ ;ii (5.15) 
7C8C 
and, by the regular spacing assumption, hL2 can be supposed to be finite and 
continuous and 1, u-independent. 
Then if nCcc2) ~~z~~‘@) - - (.z) 1, Proposition 1, (2.16), (2.17) and (5.15) 
imply 
and therefore, (5.12) says 
2o Where c(sI , So, E, d(s, 0)) is c(s 1 , So, e) if 47, 0) < 1 and E(s, , s2(r), 6) if 
d(T, 0) > I. 
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We now iterate the procedure and after (d 7. 1) steps we reach the conclusion 
where, for a suitable continuous function k, ;.I of s, E. 
Q+JfJ) = s; = s, 
(5.18) 
B df1.U B 
log (e + 4a,O) 
- e(K;‘2)d((d+1).(12...~)) 
eK(;2)a 
__- 
b+, 
;- B- kdi-l 
by the remark, at the beginning of the proof, on d((d !- l), (12 ... d)) (5.17) 
holds provided B/k, 3 2B,,(s,, I). 
We now choose a continuous function of l , s, denoted l1 such that 
e(K’2)6z1 > 2k,+, (5.19) 
and we see that (5.17), (5.18), (5.19) imply VI > II 
P(B, s) 3 exp(-Zie-C’BB2 1 I I) P(2B, s) (5.20) 
VP .; 4kd’(Z3(sd) i Za(sd) log 1) where rT and 2, are suitably chosen continuous 
functions of s, E. 
Since. by Proposition4?l it easily follows that 
A\; P(2”B, s) = I (5.21) 
we have VB2 > 4Kd2(&(sd) + &(sd) log 2) 
P(B, s) >, exp i - ) I 1 Z, f 
e-22"5,B2 
I \ ??=O 
(5.22) 
which, clearly, implies that the theorem is true and the proof of Lemma 1 is 
completed. 
The next lemma shows which are the basic inequalities that still have to bc 
checked to prove Proposition 3. 
Denote xc B,8 the characteristic function of the event 
for an arbitrary choice of the open set G C R” and for p > 0. 
21 Proposition 4 is proved in Section 7 independently of the content of Sections 5 and 6. 
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LEMMA 2. Suppose valid the assumptions of Lemma 1 (hence Theorem I). 
Suppose also m - d/2 > 0 and that there xist wo positive continuous f nctions 
- - 
, cl,, of,f? E (0, [m - d/2] - (-l)d/2) suck that VB > 0 and VU E ufzt Qi,, 
71 > 10 ) 
s 
x:‘(L) P,“(d[) > 1 - &,Zde-E~uB2 (5.24) 
then Proposition 3 holds. 
Remark. (1) This means that in order to prove Proposition 3 we have to 
check (5.4), (5.24) 
s 
P,“(d[) $*“(<) > 1 - Zire-Wi2, (5.25) 
s 
P,“(d<) ~:;78~({) > 1 - Z1se-Pl*B2 (5.26) 
VB 3 0, Vu E Ufzrr &$,, , t/o C 20, V tesserae d of a unit pavement Q, and for 
suitably chosen continuous functions c” 11 , Z12 of (E, s) E (0, 4) x (-co, m - d/2) 
and ?ia , F,, of /3E(O, [m - d/2] - (-l)d/2) when m -d/2 > 0. 
(2) The proof that follows is the first application of a rather general 
technique of integration based on Theorem I and justifies the name of “complete 
integration grid” given to Z; . 
Proof. Note first hat, if p = [/3 - ~1 + E, Vs < m - d/2 
PA(E;.B) 2 P, 
i 
EfV8 n n E,“‘,” 
Q%L 1 
so we only study the last term, choosing s > /3 and 1 3 Z1(s, l). 
Lets <s, < ..* < sd+i < m - d/2 and suppose si continuous function of /3. 
If I is large enough (261 > 1): 
with PA-probability 1 (see Lemma 2). Hence the 1.h.s. of (5.27) is larger than 
P(B, fi, B’, s) > j” P,(d%) x~*~(z) n &“(z) 
oC(lhI 
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If we suppose that B is larger than 4BA defined by IdF&E~~B~~’ - 4 and (B’;Z)” 
ca -+ cq log I > B,*(s, E) (cf. Theorem I and (5.4) and (5.5)) we see that (5.29) 
takes the form 
where for suitable ;I5 + 2,s continuous in E, 8, s 
$,(B, 8, B’, s) > exp[-((E,,e ‘:x*’ 2,;~ E~@) I ‘1 (5.31) 
WC can find, by Proposition 1, a continuous function of 5, h,(s), such that if 
B' < B/h,(s) all the characteristic functions in the curly bracket in (5.30) ha\.c 
value I. Thus 
provided (B'/2)2 > c, + c4 log I, B 2 4B; , and B' -: B/h,; here K, is another 
continuous function of S, E which is necessary to eliminate the characteristic 
functions in the last product of (5.30) via (2.16). 
Clearly after d t 1 iterations one reaches the conclusion 
and #d+l has an expression like (5.31) with constants ?ir, -:L T;, continuousl! 
dependent on fi, E, s provided 
B2 > h2 B’2 .-,; . 
.A d+l ’ Cl!, -- I?,,, log I, (5.34) 
where k,+, , hdfl , &, , Z,, are continuous functions of E, ,L3, s as these parameters 
vary in the regions under consideration. 
Hence Lemma 1 combined with (5.33) implies Proposition 3. 
6. I,OCAL ESTIMATES AND COMPLETIOK OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM i 
AND PROPOSITION 3 
As remarked in Section 5, we have only to show the validity of (5.25) (5.26) 
in order to complete the proof of Proposition 3 and of Theorem I. 
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The technique goes, essentially back to Wiener. It relies on the following 
general result: let 8, , 6 E Rd be a Gaussian random field on Rd with distribution 
P. Suppose 
for some bounded continuous functions fi ,f2 and for some 6 E (0, 4). Then 
the event 
E~',B = {e I 6~ Y'(Rd); 18, - 0, ( 3 Bfi(S, q)li2 lo& + / f I) 
x / f - 7 16’ for some pair f, 7 E Rd, 1 5 - 7 I 6 1, or (6.2) 
/ et I 3 ~fi(.$l/~ og(e + I t I) for SOme 4 E Rdl 
has a probability 
P(W*") < exp(R - KB2) (6.3) 
provided 0 < 6’ < 6 and K, R are two suitably chosen continuous functions 
of 6’. A simple proof can be found in Ref. [6]. Consider for instance (5.25). 
Let o C 0, o E Zt and consider the system of local coordinates (8, xd) associated 
with 0. Let 
(6.4) 
be the distribution which represents ,,,a ‘i’s in this system of coordinates; 
h=ljl =O,l,..., m-l. 
distribution 
To compute 11 8% /lyF,(,) we have to study the 
(6.5) 
In order to apply the above theorem by Wiener we compute the covariance 
of (8, - 8,) with respect to the probability measure P,.,", for 5, y E 17. 
We note that 
(6.6) 
because inside 0 the Gaussian field P,,-distributed is the sum of two independent 
fields one of which is PA0 -distributed (cf. (1.5), (1.8)). 
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Proposition 2 implies (cf. (2.21)) that the r.h.s. of (6.6) can be bounded b! 
pwX’ 
or (6.7) 
e-R(jx’ti~l) 1 ,s - y 1°C’ 
for some k :J 0 and E” < -: and all ZC, y’s. Hence (5.25) follows immediatelv 
from the result quoted at the beginning of this section. 
Inequality (5.26) is proved along the same ideas as a consequence of the fact 
that the covariance of a derivative % cp)z of the random field z, p,,-distributed, 
is bounded by 
p,“(dz)(a’P’x, - awzJ2 < PA(d,z)(a(~),“~ -. 2’“‘ZJ” 
I s 
(6.X) 
=.i 
where (k)‘~ = n;=, kp, g, vi = 1 p 1 which has a singularity structure for 
8 - 7 / -+ 0 easily deducible. One finds that the derivatives of order equal to 
the maximum integer vTrl < m - d/2 h ave a covariance which ensures their 
Holder continuity with exponent <(m - d/2 - v,,,)~ for d odd or <(m - d12 -- 
L’,,i - 1) for d even. 
As before this means for instance that, if _v,,. ~ (11, ..., ~~0, x?, yz ,I,,, and
if v!,, -C ,B < [m - d/2] - (-l)d/2: 
where k, , k, are continuous functions of ,B. To show that an inequality like 
(6.9) holds also for the quantities 
with _v 1 < v?,, one can proceed in a similar way. 
7. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4 
The proof follows a classical scheme and we sketch it only, for completeness. 
for (2.32). 
Let Q be a pavement of R3 with unit tesserae il. 
Consider the random field 8idr or Rd-l defined by (6.5). 
22 Our argument here is close to that used in Section 3 (cf. (3.18), (3.19)). 
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Given N different esserae of Q: d, , d, ,..., d it is clear that, by using the 
Schwartz inequality the problem of estimating (2.32) can be reduced to that 
of estimating 
where pi ,..., a ,, are chosen intersecting d, ,..., d , (si E ,Z, and ifTS*r,z is the 
characteristic function of the event 
E,B*” = {z / /! O:~)~lC~~,cR~-~, > B} (7.2) 
((cf.) (2.1), (2.18), (2.30)). 
We may also suppose, by further use of the Schwartz inequality, that the 
distance between d, and di is so large that d(o, u’) > I, say, if 0 n iii # 0, 
O’niij f 6. 
Again one follows the idea of Wiener’s theorem. 
Consider the tangent planes viTi to cri used to set up the Cartesian system of 
coordinates associated with oj . Image them dotted by the dense lattice of the 
dyadic points of lid-l. 
Choose N integers pi ,p, ,..., p 3 0 and on each rri , i = I,..., N, two 
points -xi , yi lying on the dyadic lattice with step 2-32 and, there nearest 
neighbors 
I gj - yi I = 2-D”. (7.3) 
The probability of the event in which, writing tix for 8:” 
0,. - eyi > Bie-(1;2)((‘Xl)1’*+(lyl)l’Z) I gi - yi jt = Xi 
t (7.4) 
Vi = I ,..., N is bounded above by, Vol, ,..., a!,,, E [O, co): 
where h is a function which can be easily constructed from the covariance of the 
PA process, and by using the methods developed in the proof of Proposition 2 it 
can be proved that the there are a continuous function of s, l ,fr , and a positive 
constant i (which can be taken the same as that in (6.7)) such that in general: 
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where 3, y are points on the tangent plane n associated with a surface element CJ 
which intersect d and x’, y’ E z-’ associated with u’ intersecting p and d(d, A’) 
is large so that d(a, a’) 3 1; we have put, as in Section 3, s nz - cIC? 
(c’ - l ) and supposed 2~’ < 1 and E” = (6 / ~912. 
We note that the quadratic form in the r.h.s. of (7.5) is just 
where P, is a Dirichlet process associated with ,q and some region A 3 0, CT’. 
Therefore the r.h.s. of (7.6) is, also, an estimate of the event (7.4) with respect 
to P,' : this will be used to set up the final remark. 
Then (7.6) implies that 
andf, is a suitable continuous function of E, S. 
Hence, recalling (7.4) for the definition of A, , (7.8) imply that the r.h.s. of 
(7.5) is estimated b>- 
Choosing CV? as 
n, = 13 3-(E-2”“)q e 
--(1/2)(( s,l)‘/‘~m( _y-1)““) z 
__-~..- 
z 
2 f2 - e-(R’21(‘s,!i’P,J) 
(7.9) can be bounded by 
with 
(7.101 
(7.11) 
r(z, y) = exp [ g (I E / + / y I) - ((I s l)1’z -.(: 2’ 1)’ ‘p)] 
(7.13) 
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It is clear that (7.11) is an estimate of each of the ZZN events obtained by 
multiplying by -1 both sides of (7.4) for a subset of i’s. Hence an estimate for 
the event 
, (jXi _ (jri , > Bie(1/2)((1”“1)1’2+(11”1)1’2) 1 .& _ yi JE vi = 1 ,...) N (7.13) 
is 2N times (7.11). 
Since the event 1 0, - 8, 1 > Be-(112)((lx~)1’e~(lpi,‘/2, j s - y lEfor some pair 
x, JJ in z, ( x - JJ / < 1, implies that there exists a pair g,Y of dyadic nearest 
neighbors, on some dyadic lattice of spacing 2ep, such that 
Fc p 
_ & 1 > ~~e-(1/2)(~151)“~+(l~l~~‘~) 1 x” _ r” 1 
- - (7.14) 
(this simple fact is the reason for the validity of the Wiener’s theorem [6]), 
where I? is a suitable number (Z? = 2(d - 1)3/2~:j”=0 2-9 it is clear that the 
probability of the event 
sup I ox -By I , x _ y IE e(W”a+W)“2) > Bi vi = l,..., N (7.15) 
,gL’Y’;1 
can be bounded by 
ZW~‘-~))] < exp [ f (fs - ~IB~z)] (7.16) 
i=l 
with f3 , f4 continuous functions of E, s and ?r , us are suitable constants. 
To complete the proof of Proposition 4 we still have to estimate the probability 
of events like 
sup j 0, I e’Iri)“2 > Bi , i = l,..., N (7.17) 
~.P-’ 
and combine the estimates with the preceding argument to complete the proof 
of (2.28): all this should by now be obvious: we omit therefore the details. 
The inequality (2.31) is proved in exactly the same way. 
Remark. The observation after (7.7) explains why Proposition 4 holds also 
when PA is replaced by PA', where PA0 is the Gaussian measure associated with 
the Green’s function of an operator A on any domain A and a, ,..., a CA and 
GCA. 
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF PROPOSITIOK 1 (SKETCH) 
For definiteness we shall only consider the case d == 3. 
A. 1. The Dirichlet Problem in R,3 
Let t = (g, x,) E R3, x3 > 0. Let 3 = (z(O) ,..., z(“~- I)) E Y(P)“‘, where i?’ is 
identified with the s3 = 0 plane. 
The solution of Au = 0 in R+3, 2% = .$) can be written 
(A.l.1) 
if (7 - [) == (g, C) E R+3, x E R2, E > 0, we write b,(q 6) A bl(E, g). The 
Fourier transform has the form 
where V(z, ,..., z -J is the Vandermonde matrix of x0 ,..., z ,,_~ and V(x,, ,..., 
x,,-~; f (z), 2) is the matrix obtained by replacing the Zth row of I/-(x0 ,..., z ,,+J b! 
(- l)‘(f(ZO),...,f(Z,,,-l)). 
(Al.31 
Then 
LEMMA A.1. (i) Thejiinctions (A.l.3) extend, atjxed j g / > 0, to holomorphic 
functions in the cut complex c-plane, r(&i 1 g I). 
(ii) The function (E, g) -+ bl(c, g) is of class Cz in the whole R”\,{i g ! == 0. 
E < 0) and 
Ab, = 0 in R3\{i g / = 0, c < O> (A.l.4) 
(iii) 3 constants I?, j’jp ,G such that if a fp) denotes any 1 p j-th order derivative 
of b, with respect to E and 3 
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r2+ x2 > 1, --e < (a;2/Oaoe)l,2 1 x 1 
Define 
B(a, , 01~~~) = arctan (4-1 - %Y2 . 
(ToI0 
(iv) The following representation of bl(r, x) holds: 
&+I T&n-1)-z [h-Z)/21 
Me, x) = crnhz(c, r2) + -;;i- 
6=” 2 ~32”~em 
1 
or+4>[(nz-z)/2] 
x h;*a(,2, y2) + &2[(m-L),‘2+1~21 h,(e2, r2) log(c + 7) (A.1.6) 
1 = 0, I,..., m - I, r2 + x2 and h, , hF*‘, k, are analytic near zero in their 
arguments. 
Proof. It is a long exercise in the theory of Fourier transforms and on 
analytic functions; the basic ideas of our proof are the following. 
(1) Let Y, 6 be two small positive numbers. Define 
a,;” = a; + w(cij2 - a,“), p2 = a02 -62 
(A.1.7) 
pj” = a;” - p2, 8” = a;-, - cd0 
choose v = (82/2t?)2 and 6 = min(p, c+,/lOO) and let w E U = {w j 1 Im w 1 < v, 
--Y < Re w < 1 + v}. Let z = ((p2 + h”)rb)-l, N, = m(m - 1) - 1 and 
x V," 1 + Po2~2 1'2 
3 it 1 + fjj”9 1 i '.."‘FJki$ j”‘) exp [ -+Ij2 ( (l + ‘$s$‘2 - ’ )I. 
(A.1.8) 
The cuts of the square rooths start from &ipi and go to co parallel to the 
imaginary axis, on opposite directions. Therefore: 
(A.1.9) 
where 
(A.l.lO) 
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(2) A formal power series for qeSur and the formula 
show that 
(A.1.13) 
and c$,,,~ isthe Bore1 transform of (A.l.6). 
(3) It is immediate to see that the properties of F<,~,. imply that both sides 
of (A. 1.12) make sense and are analitic in Cj;{O} as functions of w. Furthermore 
they coincide for w small because the various interchanges of integrals and sums 
needed to deduce (A.l.12) from (A.l.10) are permitted if zc is small. Hence. 
tic 0 
,fl(C, &g = y c(v ~~p&$:,(~~ ~~ e) (.A.l.l3’1 
(4) ‘The function GE,i(z) is entire in both its arguments and, therefore, MY 
can use (14. I.13) for analytic continuation to I’(:. i g ‘) in the obvious wac. 
Also property (ii) easily follows from (A.1 .I 3) and from its validity for l . 0. 
(5) The exponential decay follows for E -1 0 from the bound on +t,,(z): 
~ &(Z)~ < c exp@ t x 2 ) (A.1.14) 
valid for t. c real. 
For t _- 0 it follows from the usual argument on the shift of the integration 
over k, , k, to an hyperbola Im ki’ 1 CY,,~/ 2 2 Rc k,‘, i ~-:- I, 2, Im J, . 0. 
(6) Xl1 the detailed analysis of the structure of the coefficients b, can lx 
read out of a patient analysis of the integral (A. I .8) or, better, of its singular part 
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From this one finds series expansions for the br’s in powers of G, $ with 
coefficients which are either constants or constants times log(c + Y) or (l/r”)@. 
Vast numbers of such coefficients are zero because the original expressions of 
&(E, &) (see (A.1.8)) were expressed as determinants (note, for instance, that 
b,(~, x) must have a zero of order m at E = 0 if _x # 0, cf. (A.l.2); but this is 
not the only “cancellation” that takes place: developing the determinants in 
(A.1.8) in powers of .a other elations arise). 
Another important property of the functions b,is that of acting naturally as
operators onC:‘(P) to analogous spaces of functions onR+3. 
Such properties are based on the following lemma on the theory of distribu- 
tions. 
LEMMA A.2. Let 5‘ = (8, t) = (xl , x2 , t) E R+3, t > 0, and let n = (EQ), 
i < j, i, j = 1, 2, 3, be six nonnegative integers. Consider the functions 
(A.1.16) 
(i) There exists a family of combinatorial coefficients (~&a such that 
La I Pa I < @‘, c > 0, and a family (q(a), v~(Q)& of integer-valuedfunctions 
such that the Fourier transform of (A. 1.16), with respect to x, has a representation 
like 
T ~(CY)(COS e)Yl(‘)(sin 19)Yz’~’ v),(kt), (A.1.17) 
where % = polar coordinate of k = (k, , k,) and k = (k12 + ka2)1/2 and 
~4”) + ~~(4 < 2 I n I = 2 Zisi nii . 
(ii) The function x --+ pa(z) is entire in z and, given # E (0, r/4), verifies 
the bound 
z E A,+, 
where y9 , S depend only on 9, c > 0 is a constant. 
Proof. Note that 
.&, t, = j- dx, 6 eikX lt2+&,. (&$= (&)“” 
(A.1.18) 
x (&)., (&)-’ (-&)‘I3 (-&)? (A.1.19) 
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Rotating the x1 , ~a axes by an angle 0 equal to the polar angle of 4 = (K, , k,) 
we can rewrite (A.1 .19) as a finite sum of 22(n,,+n~z4%a)‘-n~ ll~a terms each of 
which has the form 
(cos 0)a(sin B)b ~&kt) (A. 1.20) 
where k z= (R,” C /~a”)~/‘, a 6 are nonnegative integers and 
with 
(A.1.21 j 
3(V11 $-v22 + VI*) + 53 + v23 = qn,, $ tc22 -c- %2) -“- %:3 + n23 * 
2v,, -1 &‘2:1 - “13=2%3fn13fn23, a -t 6 = 2(n,, + th2 t tL12) -tn,, -- s3. 
This proves (A. 1.17). 
The function y has several useful integral representation. Changing s:/ + ,K, 
(A.1.21) takes the form: 
! * dx eizr 4(x). (A.1.22) 
4 is implicitly defined in (A.l.22) and is a holomorphic function of .Y in the 
complex plane cut along the imaginarv axis from i to -Cicc! and from --i to 
-iw.. 
In polar coordinates the integral (A. I .2 I ) takes the form 
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Performing the integral over IJI and calling 
(A.1.24) 
and changing variables l2 + z2 + r2 
c&z) = z Jzm ; ($)“’ ( ” ; z2 )‘” (+)O J&’ - x2). (A.1.25) 
The functions Jo are entire in [ and 
The second statement of the lemma follows now easily from (A. I .2 I), (A. I .25), 
and from the bounds (A.1.26) and 
(A.1.27) 
where 4’ is arbitrarily chosen in (4, n/4). 
The formulas (A.1.2.5), (A.l.26) can be used to continue analytically p(z) to 
complex .a: we interpret the integral as a contour integral from z to I along a 
contour avoiding the origin plus a contour integral along the real axis from 
to +ca 
The origin might be a branch point for v: however, there is no singularity at 
x = 0 since the integrand in (A.l.25) h as a nonnegative, integer, formal power 
in z and has no odd powers of r. 
So v is an entire function of z. 
We now distinguish two cases 
(i) /zJ > l,zE&+ 
(ii) IzI<l,Rez>O. 
Case (i). We use the representation (A.1.22) and change the integration 
over x to a complex contour r drawn in the picture. 
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It is then easily seen that the integrand in the r.h.s. of (A. 1.22) can be bounded 
for zELlbL by 
e-(l,2)~~I~zlsin(lL'--~) e-cl,2)Rez - .~--~ 
1 ,-'; .2 12 
which obviously means that the jth derivative of v can be bounded in 3, h\ 
(A.1.18) if / a j > I. 
Case (ii). For Re .a > 0 we interpret (A.1.25) as a contour integral along a 
contour from z to 1 plus the integral from 1 to +co along the real axis. 
It is easy to see that the integral from 1 to -t- aj together with its z-derivatives 
can be bounded as wanted by using (A. 1.26). 
The contribution to (A. 1.25) from the integral from z (I z .< 1) to 1 comes 
from a contour integral on a contour close to the origin: we may choose the 
contour as the segment from a to 1 (since we have taken Re z .,> 0). 
Then this integral can be calculated “explicitly” by developing J(1;“) in 
powers of 5’ and, then, bounding term by term the jth order z-derivatives of 
the resulting series. The result is, again, the wanted bound and (A.l.18) follows. 
It is important to draw some corollaries about the functions (A. I. 16). 
COROLLARY A.3. Dejine the maps 
(A.1.28) 
(Fg)(y, t) = (1 - LJ,,)-j/2 & 1 dg{tlf,(~ - 6, t)em (t2+~“+~“): g(g) (A.l.29) 
for j, 1 := 0 ,..., m - 1. 
(i) The operator F maps Cfl)1(R2) into (I - n)-fS’~ ‘),‘C”‘(R,?) 
i’$T’(RMm3); the operator F maps CEl(P) into C$‘(R,3), Vs’ < s, VIE E (0, I). 
(ii) If a norm on C$‘(R” X [0, I]) is introduced in the natural way (i.e., 
the Norm of g := (I - Q)-(s’PG)/~~ with g E C(B)(R+~) is put equal to the norm of ,p) 
then the operators F, F act continuouslv with a bound on the norms 
‘1 F :I, I’F 1 < Y(E, s, s’) Cl”‘, (A. 1.80) 
where c is a constant and y is a suitable continuous function of E E (0, I), s 6 H. 
s’ t R, .s’ <: s. 
Proof. It is easy to see that the statements on p imply those on F. In fact if 
we define the operators 
VW(y) = e-y2R(y)l (A.l.31) 
GW(yt 4 = e-My, t) (A.1 32) 
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we see that 
F = (1 - D)-ip H(1 - o)jJ2TpH (A.1.33) 
and it is easy to see (cf. also Appendix B, estimate for (B.3)) that Vu, b E R the 
operators 
Ha = (1 - 0)” H(1 - 0)-a 
map continously Cf’(R2) into itself and TH, maps the space &2’(R+3) = 
(1 - D)--(~--E)/~ C(‘)(R+3) into Cf’(R+3) with continuity if CF’(R+3) is endowed 
with the natural norm. 
The continuity statement about F is then the statement that 
HcS,--j--Ej,2T{~( 1 - Q)z/z( 1 - D)-(s-s’)lz) H(8--I--E),2 (A.1.34) 
maps @)(R2) into C(E)(R+3) continously. 
The continuity statement about F means that the operator in curly brackets 
maps continously @)(I?) into C’E)(R+3): then the above continuity properties 
for Ha and H,T together with (A.1.30) for F imply (A.1.30) for F (with new 
values for the constants). 
We shall now prove the bound (A.l.30) for P. 
Since F, by (A. 1.17), can be written as a sum of operators of multiplication 
of the Fourier transform of g, it will suffice to consider instead of F the operator 
of multiplication of the Fourier transform of g by 
et( 1 + k2)-jj2 6 (tze-ta~(Kt))(cos @‘(sin e)? (A.1.35) 
If g = (1 - Q)-(5-~~4/2g, g E C’qR2) we have then to consider the multi- 
plication operator of the Fourier transform of g by 
et( I + k2)(z-i)12 $ (tze-tsp(kt)) 
(cos @‘(sin 0y 
(1 + kZ)(S-SW2 * (A.1.36) 
Performing the derivative allows us to restrict he attention to multiplication 
operators like 
( 
(A.1.37) 
with 1 - h >, 0, j - p - h > 0. To eliminate some fractional powers we 
regard the above multiplication operator on Fourier transforms as a diagonal 
2 x 2 matrix acting on the Fourier transforms of the elements of @)(I?) x 
f?(R2): we shall, eventually, be interested only in the action of such a duplicated 
version of (A.1.37) on the space of the elements of (?)(I?‘) x 0)(R2) having 
the form _x + (:I$,‘). 
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We also introduce on c(‘)(F) x C(‘)(Rs) the “linear Laplacian”: 
with (T, ~== (i y), ~a = (i -T), which has the propert! 
(1 - _o * _a)(1 + a . 8) = 1 - !, 
as operators on C+)(I?) X CW(ZP). 
Then we can rewrite (A.l.37) as (if k == (k,a f k,‘)’ ‘) 
(.I. I 38) 
(12.1.3Y) 
The operator in curly brackets maps @)(I?) into C’lC!(K2) if s S’ with ;I 
norm bounded by 2s~i-; times a constant, since the Fourier transform 
’ 
1 - ialkl - iu,k, 
<l + k12 + k22)1’2 (k,2 +fkp2)1 ‘2 
can be written, after a rotation which brings g parallel to (I, 1)!2’!?, as a sum of 
2”+” integrals of the type (A.l.41) with al , ua replaced by (cos 801,a & sin &a,,) 
if e is the angle of the rotation and with esp(ik,.r, ~-~ ik,x,) replaced by 
exp[i(Q’2)(kl + ,)l, and, finally, with 6,; replaced by two nonnegative 
integers with the same sum. 
The Fourier transform (A.1.41) b em in the sense of distributions, can IIC . g 
computed by deforming the k, , k, integrations to the contour drawn in the 
picture (#I is arbitrarily chosen in (0, x/4)). 
This shows that N(x) can be bounded by a constant times / x i 2 : $- h’. Since 
the kernels N are locally summable they map C(c)(P) continously into P)(R-1. 
580/36/3-8 
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It remains to show (cf. (A.1.40)) that the operator of multiplication of the 
Fourier transforms by 
( 
et g e&‘) tz’{(tg .&z)~” f~+~“)(kt)}, l’, l”, I” > 0, 1’ + 1” + 1” < 1 + j, 
(A.1.42) 
map Co)(R2) into C(‘)(R+3) continously. Obviously we can disregard the first 
two factors and prove the statement that, for t E [O, I], the operator in curly 
brackets maps continously W(R2) into W)(R2 x [0, I]). 
The Fourier transform (k = (k12 + k22)1/2) 
,X(g) = s d& eiQ * b)l” cp(z”)(k) (A.1.43) 
is a Cm function since by Lemma A.2. #j’(k) decays exponentially at cc. By 
shifting the integration contour to the one drawn in the picture (this is allowed 
by Lemma A.2), after rotating the axes so that x = 1 x 1 ((1, 1)/2112) we see that 
Z’(g) decays at co as 1 x ]-z’-2. 
So the only case for which .X(x) may not be summable in x is 1” = 0. 
However p)(zm)(k) is entire in k and we can write 
v(Z’“)(k) = @!+p(Z*)(()) + (v(Zw)(k) - ,+$p(Z’“)(())) (A.1.44) 
and we see that if k Ed,+ both functions decay exponentially as k + co and 
have the “same” analyticity properties in A,+. 
The second behaves as k at the origin: so its Fourier transform, by the 
previous argument, decays as 1 x 1-s as / 3 j + co. The first erm has a Fourier 
transform which can be explicitly computed being proportional to the Poisson 
kernel: 
(62 + I’, I”)““)” (A.1.45) 
hence it also decays as 1 x /-3. 
It is now easy to estimate the norm of (A.1.42) (without the first wo t- 
dependent factors) as operator from W)(Ii2) to 0)(R2 x [0, 11): it amounts to 
studying the Holder continuity of 
f‘(y, t> = j- dx ; d’- (9) f(x) = j X(x)f(y + &> dx (A.1.46) 
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when f 6 P)(R2). We see that 
This completes the proof of Corollary A.3. 
A.2. The Double-Layer Formula and Its Properties 
Let fl be a conically regular region with conical regularity parameter larger 
than B(oI, 01,,-i) = arctan(cx2,, - ~,,~)~/~/c%x~ , cf. (A.1.5). Given 4 E &Ul let 
n, be the inner normal to Zhfl which we use to define the vector _1 and the quota E. 
Define 
B,(T, E) = b,(c,i). (A.2.1) 
If < :-= (Q”),..., <(“1-1)) E CK(&M~ the formula 
(A.2.2) 
defines a P(U)-function such that 
Au = 0 in X/l (A.2.3) 
which for obvious reasons, is called the “double-layer” potential generated by 
the “double layer density” < = (QO),..., [(m-l)). 
The first property of (A.2.2) is summarized in the following lemma. 
LEMMA A.4. The double-layer potential (A.2.2) is a continuous map from 
%$‘(Sl) to %‘$‘(kl; Wl), s’ < s, (cf. (2.11)) if X is large enough:24 X > X(s’, s, 6). 
Its norm is uniformly bounded in X. 
Proof. This lemma is a consequence of Lemmas A.l, A.2, and of Corollary 
A.3. 
24 This restriction is not really necessary here. It has been made to make use of the 
geometric definitions stated in Section 2. 
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Let oi be a surface element on &l, o: the associated enlarged surface element 
and 0~~ ,ai the functions corresponding to them (cf. footnotes 4-6). We call 
E, , Ei the projections of a, , CT: on the tangent plane rri to fi (cf. Section 2) and 
define the quantities x’, y’, E, p, 7, nt , [ as in the picture - 
+TnE 
FIGURE Al 
We then write u = CT:, titi) where zJi) is the double-layer potential corre- 
sponding to the double-layer density or& using the partition of unity on &VI 
associated with the covering a, ,..., aq (cf. footnotes 4-6). 
It is clear that the problem of the proof of the lemma reduces to the analysis 
of the behavior of 0 near ‘zi or near the neighboring surface elements. This 
means that we are really interested on the function obtained from (A.2.2) by 
replacing 5 by aic and &(rl, 4) by G(vt) Bd~t , E) 40 or by $4 &(~t, 5) 40 
if d(ai , oj) = 0. We only discuss the first of such functions for X large: the 
other can be treated in an identical manner. 
Then u(j) can be written as a finite sum of addends each coming from one 
of the terms in the representation (A.l.6) for the 6,‘s. We consider one such 
expression and call it u dropping systematically the index j of the surface element. 
Let 
u(Tt) = u(y’, t) = J dx’ G’(~‘, t) f$ (J2’ hk r2) qd, 0) w w w.4) 
RZ 
or 
U(Q) = J &'qy', t) P log(e + r) K(e, y2) c?‘($, 0) E(x’) 5(x’) (A.2.5) 
R2 
and suppose /I a[ IIClf)z(Rd-l) < + 03 for some given E E (0, l), sE R. 
Let us study (A.2.4). First we express E, r in terms of the natural coordinates 
y’, y’ - x’, and t. If y’, 3’ E E’ and t E [0, l] and h is large enough: 
E = t + i a&‘, y’ - z’, t)(yi - x;)(y; - ix:,), 
i,j=l 
(A.2.6) 
r2 = (y’ - $)2 + t2 + ; b&‘, y’ - g’, t)($ - x;>g - ‘x;), (A.2.7) 
i,i=l 
f = 9 - $ = (y’ - x’)” + 2 Cii(X’, y’ - x’, t)(~‘k - x;)(Y; - x;), (A.2.8) 
iA-1 
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and the functions a, b, c may and shall be assumed to be of class Cr* with common 
bounded support (recall that &’ has support in a neighborhood of a), and also 
By a simple application of the Taylor series we find that the integration 
kernel in (A.2.4) can be rewritten as 
where 6, = y; - xi and Yag are suitable P-functions with common bounded 
support such that 
and the constants cl, c; can be taken independently of the particular surface 
element under consideration (also the supports can be taken inside a given 
bounded region for X large enough). 
By using the idea of Section 3 we express the function LX&” by, a Fourier 
transform (cf. (3.13)) and we can reduce the problem to that of the theory of 
the operators with Kernels (A. 1.29). 
It is an immediate consequence of Corollary A.3 that given s’ < s and E E (0, 1). 
there is a constant C such that the inequality 
where <gag denotes the Fourier transform of Zgfl and where &,,,,(_h, _h’) is the 
product of the norms of the operators, depending on _h, h’ on C(f)(R2) defined by 
‘Y - ‘$9 ,%qx) = (1 - 0) (s’-lj’kj4.2 ,i(n+h’)z(l I n)-‘.s’-‘“l-~)12g(~), (,\.2.13) 
,r -+ g’, g’(~) = (1 - Q)(s-l-t)/2 &( 1 - Q)-(q-7--c”2 g(g). (A.2.14) 
580/3613-9 
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Such norms are easy to estimate by noticing, considering (A.2.14), say, that 
g’(x) = e+(g) + 1 dx’ ei@‘N(x - $)g($), (A.2.15) 
and by the method of the proof of Corollary A.3 it can be shown that there are 
constants v, , vZ , va such that (see also Lemma A.4) 
I h Iv 
I N(x)1 G "1% e 
-v& (A.2.17) 
with v, , v2 , v3 depending on s. 
Hence it follows from (A.2.17) that Iv, v’, depending on S, s’ such that 
-K,,,*,(b, _h’)< v(l + I b I + I h’ I)“‘. (A.2.18) 
The bounds in (A.2.9), (A.2.11) imply that one can find constants, depending 
only on s, s’, E, denoted E, c”’ such that 
1 ,x5u(Lz, _h’, w)I < F’(&~+,(h))~5~(l + j _h 1 + / _h’ j+ 1 w I)+‘. (A.2.19) 
Therefore if cZS y,+s(A) < 8 the series (A.2.12) converges proving the wanted 
result for the contribution (A.2.4) to the double-layer potential. 
To treat (A.2.5) observe that (A.2.6), (A.2.8) imply that if we define 
&(T) = 7 + 2 a,&; - y;)(x; - y;), (A.2.20) 
i,j=I 
where the subscript t recalls that qj depend also on t we note that 
l%(~+ (6” + fw) = WW) + W)” + p2Y2) - s,l (qT)2d; /)2)1,2 
(A.2.21) 
where fii are Cm functions of t, e, g’, y which have C(*) norms tending to zero 
with X -+ 00. 
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Clearly inserting (A.2.21) into (A.2.5) t i is easily seen that, if X is large enough, 
the first logarithm gives a contribution to (A.2.5) which fulfills the inequalities 
that we want to prove. In fact, if X is large enough, it is a P function of all its 
arguments on the support of Z(y’, t) a’($, 0). 
The contribution to (A.2.5) from the second term in (A.2.21) is treated b! 
rewriting it as 
.l 
I I l dr -- ‘I TOJH [02 +(g’ - y’)” + xf,,-“, fij(.$  >gx; -?‘;y 
- s ’ dr t [l + (x’ - y’)2 + z$ij(X; - $)(X; - $)]‘!’ (A.2.22) 
and clearly the second integral here contributes to (A.2.5) in a trivial way (as 
already seen for the first logarithm in (A.2.21)). 
Therefore we only have to study the contribution of the first erm in (h.2.22) 
to (A.2.5). 
However at fixed t, 7 the operator corresponding to the first integral in 
(A.2.22) is of the type just discussed on the first part of the proof and the result 
that we are looking follows from the previous considerations. 
To continue the analysis of the properties of the double-layer potentials 
consider now the enlarged surface elements 0; 3 oi associated with a surface 
element oi on a/\/l (cf. Fig. Al and footnotes 4-6). Let ai , ai be the two functions 
on ii&l associated with ui , ‘Jo (cf. definitions in Section 2). 
Letj = (ji ,j2) be two nonnegative integers. Define on (ijhrl)z a function al” 
which has support in oi x ul and has, in the local system of coordinates as- 
sociated with (T? , a representative @’ defined by 
i$)(g’, y’) -= (xi - $)“(a$ - ?,p $($) c&v’). (.%.2.23) 
Let (E’(X))” be the square of the gradient of the function vi describing oi in its 
local coordinates. 
Then using Lemma A.4 it makes sense to define the “curvature coefficients” 
of Wl of order (j, I, p), I, p integers, as 
cji’l;yy) = 1;s J d ue +) fd%, ow~,(~, , 0 - mh , a), w2.24) 
where B,P(rit, [) is defined as QSl(t, x”), if $’ is the projection of E on 7~~ (see 
Fig. Al). 
COROLLARY A.5. The curvature coefficients are in C”(i-‘AA) and Vk I-- 0. 
VP, I := 0 ,..., m - 1, yj = ( j, , jg), 
lim sup // C(f)*i ‘I t,p 1 C(~~“)(EA/l) = 0. (A.2.25) 
A-+r i=1.....q 
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This is a corollary tothe preceding lemma since the subtraction of BIp in 
(A.2.24) amounts to removing from the various contributions to at”B, from 
the various terms in (A.l.lO) the formally most singular ones and in modifying 
slightly the others: direct computation shows that such differences do not 
matter and the corollary isproved just in the same way as the Lemma A.4. 
Finally define, for 5 E P(&U) 
where j! = ir!ia! nd c’i’vi denotes theith derivative of 5, with respect tothe 
coordinates y’ of 7 in the local system of coordinates associated with oi . 
LEMMA A.6. Let 5 E Cm(&l), then 
&On = 1;~ a?’ j- Bzh , 05, da, , p, 1 = Cl,..., m 
can be expressed as 
where v,,~ = p - 1,25 provided h is large enough.26 
1, (A.2.27) 
(A.2.28) 
For the proof one notices that &‘LVg, has a zero of order vsz at 7, as a function 
off, and if one looks at the structure of @B,(Q , E) - Bl”(vt, 4) one finds that 
uniformly in t -+ 0 
1 x’ - y’ Ip--l I V%h , SF) - Bz”(7t , 5)l < P 3 A 
(A.2.29) 
and, from this remark, and from the fact hat he 6, are the solution kernels for 
the Dirichlet problem in a half-space Lemma A.6 follows. 
We shall write 
K,z =%z + K;, p, 1= 0 ,..., m - 1, (A.2.30) 
a5 With the convention that meaflingless summations give 0. 
26 See footnote 24. 
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and regard K” as an operator on P(SXtlp 
and call it a “trace operator.” 
We call the formal equation for 5 
(h.2.31) 
the “double-layer density equation.” 
A.3. Trace Operators 
An immediate consequence of Lemma A.1, (A.2.10) and of the fact that if 
2’ -+ b’ then E - 0 as / y’ - $ I2 is the following lemma. 
I,EMMA A.7. Let [, 71 t 0: x C; and call $, y’ their local coordinates. Then for 
i -:- ] ,..., n 1 
where E,,,,~ =- 1 if m - 1 is even, E,,,,~ = 0 if m - 1 is odd; 6, 4, Q are CT functions 
of $, y’ and of the polar angle of (x’ - y’)‘l z’ - y’ ’ in which they aye polarlv 
e=zen.27 
The functions 4, #, Q have support in 0; x U; (but they verify (A.3.1) oni!, 
in oi x u?). Furthermore the CT(“) -norms of 4, $. 8 tend to zero as ,\ - + x 1 
Vh > 0 uniformly in the surface element index i, i := 1. 2,..., nh . 
It is convenient to supplement the above lemma by a description of the 
analyticity properties of the Fourier transforms of functions of the tvpe of those 
encountered in Lemma A.2: 
” That is, their Fourier series in the polar angle of (F’ -~ 3’ ,), a’ ~ 2’ : contains onI\- 
even powers (exp 2in~). 
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LEMMA A.8. Consider the functions 
(A.3.2) 
(A.3.3) 
where g = (nii)i,j,l,2 are some nonnegative integers and g > 1, g < 2m, say; 
I,p = 0 ,..., m - 1. 
Call~$“@) th e F ourier transform of the distributions 
v - s f”;‘(x) a&) dx, qJ E Y(R2). (A.3.4) 
Thenf’;” are holomorphic in k,, k, in the A,@= {z E @ I / Im .z / ,< tan # / Re z I} 
+ E (0, r/4) and there they verify the bound 
I3;q)j < y(X) c(x)ql + / k 12)(P-~-1)‘2 log(1 + 1 k I”) (A.3.5) 
V(k, , h,) E A, x A, (if j lz I* = j k, I2 + I k, 12), and r(h), c(h) are suitable posi- 
tive constants.28 Finally lim,,, c(A) = lim,,, y(h) = 0. 
The proof of this lemma is analogous to the proof of Lemma A.2. Actually 
the above lemma is slightly easier since there is no t around. 
As Corollary A.3 and Lemma A.4 follow from Lemma A.2, the following 
lemma follows from Lemmas A.7, A.8 ( we shall not prove it explicitly): 
COROLLARY A.9. 3~ > 0 and h,(A) such that VA 3 Al(A) 
where y,,,(h) is a suitable function such that 
%A4 ,2 0. 
Hence 3h,(r, s) such that VA > X1(c, s) 
28 Note the i-independence of the r.h.s. of (A.3.5), i = 
however, q!~ dependent. 
(A.3.7) 
(A.3.8) 
1 ,..., 12~ . All the constants are, 
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Furthermore K” maps %~‘(&l) continuously into %$&(&VI), t/6 > 0, with a 
continuity modulus bounded in a way similar to (A.3.6) for each fixed 6 > 0. In 
other words K” “regularizes” and is compact in %T~‘(G’l). 
We remark that the exponential decay factor in (A.3.6) appears naturally 
because of the decay properties of the bl’s, cf. Lemma A. 1. The case of the above 
corollary is the case d(ai , uj) = 0 when all the previous work becomes necessary. 
This time there is no loss in regularity (as in Lemma A.4 where s’ < s) 
because in (A.3.1) there is no term as singular as j g’ --~ y’ m2-upl. Propert!~ 
(A.3.7), of course, follows from Corollary A.5. 
Corollary A.9, (A.3.8) show that if /\ 1-) hr(~, S) the double-layer densit! 
equation has a unique solution in %$‘(&l). 
This fact together with Lemma A.6 and (A.3.6) (A.3.7) and Lemma A.4 
permits us to prove statement (i) of Proposition 1. Statement (ii) has also been 
implicitly proved in the above series of lemmas and we do not discuss it ex- 
plicitly. 
Statement (iv) is clearly a consequence of the regularity, and of the exponential 
decay from the boundary, of the b,‘s and of the exponential decay in (A.3.6). 
Statement (iii), however, is still nontrivial and some more work has to be done 
to prove it. It is a consequence of Corollary A.9 and of the following lemma: 
LEMMA A.lO. Let 5 E Cx(&l)U~ and let u(%<) be the double-layer potential 
of a(,<. I,et r C A be a well situated region in A (cf-footnotes 8, 9). 
Let (T, T be two surface elements on &I/l, SW: 36 .-, 0 such that V’h Y- X1(<, s) 
-< [c,,,,,, -+ ci,,,,,(d(T, u)-(~‘-@ log(e $ d(T, D)))*] ,&Z II+,,,) , (A.3.9) 
where c,~ L B , ci,,,,, are suitable constants. , 
The proof is given in the next section. 
-4.4. Proof of the Last Lemma 
The proof is based on the following steps which are described for simplicity 
in the case u is flat. 
IVe only have to consider the case when u and T are very close: consider for 
instance the case in the figure 
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,We imagine that T is contained in the surface described in the local coordinates 
associated with rr by the function v ~g(P-l). Again for simplicity consider 
only the case in which T is contained in the part of axr “above” o; . 
A closer analysis of the Vandermonde determinants involved in (A.1.2) shows 
that a,~&(<, x) has a Fourier transform of the form 
m-1 
= (&2 + &2)1/2)P-1 c e-daj2+kv’~ ffy (( ;;; 1 ;J1’2,..e, ( 4Ll + h2 )l’2) 
j=o %12 + R2 
(A.4.1) 
where H,T>’ is a polynomial. Let p be one of the m terms in the above sum and let 
/?(E, g) = / dh ei@((or,2 + k2)1/2)p-z /9(6, b) 
= 
i 
& eikx((a,2 + &2)1/2)8-Z e-r(a2+k*P’2 
H (( 
cq + g 1’2 
T12 + k2 
) ,**-, ( $l++by y2), 
(A.4.2) 
where H is a polynomial. 
Clearly our problem is to study the transformation 
(-v>(x) = /4sc> 8Mx) + t, a” - y> 4Y>f(Y> dY (A.4.3) 
for supp a C E; , and we have to show that $4: +7FJz -+ %$i, and that the norm 
of 9 in such spaces can be bounded by a continuous function of s, s’, s’ < s. 
From the calculation the singular behaviour when s’ > s will also appear 
manifest. Of course we are interested only in estimates which are uniform in t, 
for small t. To compute the norm of 9 we consider the operator .9 on @) 
defined by the kernel 
qx, y) = (1 - I?,) +-p--r)71 -~p--l--r)‘2 /?(v(g) + t, y- g) 
We calli@, &) the function in parenthesis and remark that at fixed h it is holo- 
morphic in k, , k, for k, and k, in the connected region obtained by considering 
the hyperbola Re(z2 + ((~,/3)~) = 0 and by translating it from - 1 _h / to j _h 1 
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parallel to the real axis (actually it is holomorphic in a much larger region): 
furthermore j(h, k) is bounded uniformly in t > 0, by 
(A.43 
FIGURE A3 
‘dB, y > 0 and all k’s in the region dashed in the Fig. A2 (which has to be 
thought a closed region). 
The inequality (A.4.5) can be proved by integrating by parts suitably many 
times in (A.4.2) and use the co-order contact assumption for the contact of 7 
and (T when t = 0 (recall that I’ was supposed well situated in (1). 
We may, and shall also suppose that x - y -= (~ z - y 1/2l9(1, 1) (otherwise 
we change the axes, at the beginning). We can, then, deform the k, , k, in- 
tegrations to the upper path r in Fig. A2: the form of the contour shows that 
the term [I ;~ (b + &)2](s’p~)/2 has no singularity in the dashed region. 
Then the expression for B(_x, 2) 
where j has “become” a function also of 8 - y by our new assumption that 
F - y =-- (! g - y 1/21/“)(l) I): 
where Rx-, is the rotation which brings s - y to (/ g - y /2] I”)( 1, 1). 
It is easy to see, as in (A.4.5), that, Vy, B > 0 
(.%.4.7) 
(A.4.8) 
for a suitable constant CL,, :‘- 0. 
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The result now follows by “power counting,” using the inequalities (3.18), 
the formula (A.4.6), and the estimate (A.4.8). 
Consider for instance the case s’ < S. Let w = s - s’. Then if we denote 
qx, y) = q_x, -x - y) we see that if 7 < 1, (3.18), (A.4.6), (A.4.8) imply, for 
a suitable c: 
I &x9 v) - &Y’, VII < c 
I x - x’ P 1 e, p-v) ’ 
VEERS (8.4.9) 
and 
Ve,ER2 (A.4.10) 
which implies that if f~ cfr), _x, y Ed, 
II dY 
& y - -x) - &‘, y - x’) 
I x - x’ IF f(r) 1 
< dy s 
I P(,, y -x) -&‘9 y- x>l If( + j dy I f(y) - f(y + 8 - x’)l I x - x’ Ic IX-U 
x I 4X’> y - x’)l < qj llfllCW(d) (A.4.1 I) 
for a suitable cA . 
It remains to study the “easy part” of the problem, i.e., the behavior as 
1 3 1 --, co: we do not give the details. 
In the above calculation we have not been careful in keeping track of the 
dependence of the various constants on the parameters E, S: it is however clear 
that this also can be done easily (to prove the assertions on the continuity). If 
s’ 3 s one proceeds in the same way. 
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF (2.12) 
By definition 
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where yj,8 are Ca functions depending only on the derivatives of vi(g) of order 
one; and from the hypotheses on the surface elements 3g, , p ~- 0, I,... such that 
II Yj,fl /~&)(~d-l~ G i&T,, . (B.3) 
Therefore by (2.8), (2.10) we can take in (2.12) 
where the expression under the norm sign is regarded as an operator on C(~‘(Rd-‘). 
Therefore we have only to show that, Vu E R, (I - 0)" y( 1 - Q)m * is 
bounded, as operator on r?), in terms of a continuous function of a and of 
the norm in (B.2) for p == 0, I,..., p([u]). 
This follows from (A.2.14), by representing y in terms of its Fourier transform 
T(h) and then using that p(_h) decays at infinity faster than any power. 
APPENDIX C: SOME DETAILS ABOUT THE PROOF OF THE MARKOV PROPERTY 
Let il be a @(a”, ol,,+,)-conically regular region. 
Vsing the notation of Section 2 we shall first note that, as is well known, the 
Dirichlet covariance C” relative to the region X/l is bounded in the operator 
sense by the free covariance C. Therefore since our support properties, as 
expressed in Proposition 2, are a consequence of moments inequalities it follows 
that Proposition 2 holds for the PAo- randomly chosen distributions. 
Let (T be a surface element on aA.4 and let &? be the function associated with it. 
We have to consider the random variable z( f ) -:- fj([) zg d[ on .Y"(R") with z 
chosen P,-randomly (givenfE .Y'(R&)), and the random variable u(3)( f ) -- <(f ) 
with 2, < chosen PA x P,' randomly. We have to show that in the sense of 
probability distributions 
4f) = exf) + i(f) ((‘.Ii 
assuming that (C.1) holds if suppfn ijUt -= :‘ (which can be shown to be 
true as explained in Section 2). Also it is nonrestrictive to suppose sup17fC 
:c$ I &i(5) _= I]. 
The idea is that U(%)(f) A- t(f) ‘7 1sa rmr o 1’ ‘t f f unctions of the form u(s)( .f (I~)) 
<(f’7f’) with suppf (“) n &l = CT. 
Let ,$“) E C"(Rd) be a function whose representative ~(~0 in the local system 
of coordinates depends only on x,? - I and has the form described in the 
picture: 
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Put 
f(n) = pb’f (C.2) 
and, as we show below 
;z 4w(n)) +5(f’“‘) = 4q(f) +5(f) (C.3) 
PA0 x PA-almost everywhere. 
The limit exists by the support property of u(g), 5 and by Proposition 1. 
In fact, for instance, using the bars to denote representatives in the local 
system of coordinates of 0 
u(,q(f’“‘) = j dx dxJ(x, Xd) ppd) uO(x, %) 
= 
s 
& dxd[( 1- Q+)-(S-E)‘2j(~, xd)] )7(%)(xd)[( 1 - &)(s-‘)‘2m U$&t xd)l, 
where (1 - &)Qg($ denotes symbolically the result of the application of the 
operator (1 - 0)” = (1 - Cyii ZJ/&X~~)~ to the distribution g; s < wz - d/2, 
E E (0, 4). We have used that 6 = I on suppf. 
Then by Propositions 2 and I it follows that [(1 - Q,)(s-E)/2~is(~)](~, xd)E 
O)(P), i.e., it is a Holder continuous function, rapidly decreasing at 00, of 
x, Xd . 
So by dominated convergence we have 
PA-almost surely. 
An identical argument can be set up to treat the convergence of [(f(“r) to 
<(f ). We have only to show, now, that the random variables u(%)( f cn)) + [(f (“)), 
which are distributed as z( f cn)), by assumption, converge, say, in Lz(PA x PA’) 
or, respectively, in L,(P,) as n -+ co. But, of course, this is once more a con- 
sequence of Proposition 2 and a dominated convergence theorem. We have 
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It can be shown that K(_x, x,; y, yd) defined by 
(1 _ L)x)(S-E)12( 1 _ Qy)(S-di2 = 4% %I qy, Yd) C_r-~,v(_r)-v(r)-z,-Y.I ((‘.7) 
is in C@)(R”), c < E (cf. proof of Proposition 2 or (2.20), (2.21)). 
Therefore, by rewriting (C.6) as 
we can conclude by dominated convergence 
In a similar way one deals with LJ f In)). Th is completes the proof of the reduction 
of the check of (C.l) to the case suppfn &L4 = :‘ . 
APPENDIX D: e(,, a!,+l) LARGE CASE 
Note that, Va, 6, c, b f a 
b-a b--c c-a 
(a - (c + t)(b d- t) ~-- (u - t)(c -3 ’ 
(D.1) 
therefore if a, < a2 < a, 
% - a1 a3 - c c - a, 
(al i t)(a2 4 Q(% + t) (c 1 t)(u2 + t)(u, + t) 
I- 
(a, i t)(u, + t)(cit)’ 
(D.2) 
Hence it is easy to show that, in general, 
with c(& ,..., /3+i) > 0. 
This means that, replacing t by -D, we can always represent the Gaussian 
process with covariance A-l as a sum of processes, finitely many in number and 
independently distributed, associated with covariance operators of the type (1.1) 
with conical regularity parameter as small as we please. 
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It is then clear that Proposition 3 for operators of the form (1 .I) holds in 
general if it holds in the case of operators with small conical regularity parameter. 
Hence the restriction in Sections 4, 5, and 6 to such operators does not affect 
the generality of the result. 
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